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Introduction

Albrecht Dürer (c.1471-1528) documented an apocalyptic dream he had:
In the night between Wednesday and Thursday after Whitsunday (30, 31 May,
1525) I saw this appearance in my sleep-how many great waters fell from heaven.
The first struck the earth about 4 miles away from me with terrific force and
tremendous noise, and it broke up and drowned the whole land. I was so sore afraid
that I awoke from it. Then the other waters fell and as they fell they were very
powerful and there were many of them, some further away, some nearer. And they
came down from so great a height that they all seemed to fall with equal slowness.
But when the first water that touched the earth had very nearly reached it, it fell
with such swiftness, with wind roaring, and I was sore [sic] afraid that when I
awoke my whole body trembled and for a long while I could not recover myself.
So when I arose in the morning I painted it above here as I saw it. God turn all
things to the best.1
Dürer’s nightmare (Figure 1), in some ways, echoes the apocalyptic end in the Book of Revelation,
which states that the end of the world will come with thunder, earthquakes, and other earthly
environmental catastrophes. The Book of Revelation was not unfamiliar to the artist. In 1498, the
twenty-seven-year-old Albrecht Dürer published in Nuremberg a book of fifteen woodcuts
illustrating the events narrated in this biblical text.
The Book of Revelation is a profoundly complex work that borders on the nonsensical to
the non-believer. The text comes from St. John of Patmos, who had a vision of these events. It
begins with letters to the seven churches of Asia. St. John's story then moves on to detail what he
encounters in the Kingdom of Heaven, including the Throne of God, which emits a halo of
emerald. The Throne is surrounded by Four Living Creatures, noted in Revelations 4:6-9 and 6:18, which resembled a lion, an ox, an angel, and an eagle, the four symbols of evangelists Mark,
Luke, Matthew, and John, respectively. Each of the creatures is said to have six wings, and eyes

1

Dürer quoted in William Martin Conway, The Literary Remains of Albrecht Dürer (Cambridge: At the University
Press, 1889), 145.

1

covering its body. John sees in the hand of God a scroll with seven seals, which only a Lamb with
seven horns and seven eyes can open. The Lamb, representing Christ, begins to open the seals
from which come the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. These seals unleash a vision underneath
an altar with the souls who died for speaking the word of god, along with seven angels with seven
trumpets who bring destruction and plagues that annihilate one-third of the earth's population.
From there, a dragon appears, as do several bizarre creatures to fight the dragon, more plagues,
and more destruction before the punishment of Babylon and the pagan nations. There is a new
heaven and new earth at the end, which marks the apocalypse's end. Revelations is a prophecy
about the end of times that can be read as an epic with many episodes. Unlike the narrative of the
Gospels, it is more allegorical and abstract. The dreamlike scenes are meant to show that God's
vision is beyond mere mortals' ability to understand.
Dürer worked on the woodcuts for The Apocalypse between 1496 and 1498.2 Dürer took
the events of the Book of Revelation and broke them down into these fifteen woodcuts. Each of
these pieces takes a few sections of Revelation and consolidates them into a complex, graphic
work that concisely portrays the biblical end of times. These compositions took up the entire page
and were accompanied by passages of text from the Book of Revelation on the sheet's reverse. The
1498 edition was published in German and Latin. This work would launch the artist into
superstardom unbeknownst to any German artist before him.3 The Apocalypse was so famous that
a second printing would appear in 1511 with a new frontispiece. There is magic in how Dürer
illustrates text as he brings all the grandeur of the terrifying visions to life. These woodcuts are

2

On this see Erwin Panofsky, The Life and Art of Albrecht Dürer,( Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press), 5859.
3
Joseph Leo Koerner, The Moment of Self-Portraiture in German Renaissance Art. (Chicago, London: University of
Chicago Press, 1996), 64-65.
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sumptuous, bold, and vivid even though they are without color.4 The use of line and negative space
creates movement and depth. The fifteen original compositions that Dürer created show the scenes
from the Book of Revelation, beginning with St. John and ending with a distant look at New
Jerusalem. These woodcut prints measure 15 ¼ by 11 inches, which is smaller but comparable to
the modern-day newspaper (the New York Times measures roughly 22 by 12 inches) and about the
same size as the 1483 Koberger Bible, which was about 14.7 by 10 inches. Dürer’s series of images
features a range of chilling figures and fantastical beasts. Sometimes the number of figures in his
woodcuts creates visual chaos, and the eye does not know where to go first. In this regard, the
confusion is fitting for the Book of Revelation and its supernatural imagery.
The woodcut that serves as the focus for this thesis is the fourth in the series, portraying
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (Figure 2). The Four Horsemen is a visual feast and a
complex image requiring a prolonged study to grasp all of the details thoroughly. An angel in the
top center guides the riders and their equine counterparts to earth after being freed from their sealed
prisons. In the top left corner, rays of divine light appear; these bold lines are in many of the
Apocalypse woodcuts, such as in the image of St. John before Christ and the Elders (Figure 3).
The first three Horsemen of Plague, War, and Famine5 are arranged in the middle of the image,
while the Last Horseman, Death, is placed lower on the left. Plague, War, and Famine look like

4

Dürer created both woodcuts and engravings, woodcuts are made by cutting out of the wood everything but the
lines to be printed. Engravings are made when lines are cut into metal. Generally speaking, woodcuts are cheaper to
produce and easier, therefore, to disseminate to a larger audience than engravings. For more on these techniques see
Wendy Thompson’s “The Printed Image in the West: Woodcut,” and “The Printed Image in the West: Engraving,”
in Heilbrunn Timeline of Art History (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2000).
5
This thesis will draw upon the titles given to the riders by the Metropolitan Museum of Art. There is no consensus
on the horsemen; the identification of the first and second riders, in particular, vary depending on the writer. This
reading comes from the end of Rev 6:8 wherein it states what the rider. Because of the crown that the first rider
wears, I favor the reading that he is Conquest because of Rev 6:2 in the Douay-Rheims Vulgate translation that
states that “there was a crown given him, and he went forth conquering that he might conquer,” and that the second
rider is War because of the weapon he carries and Rev 6:4 “it was given that he should take peace from the earth:
and that they should kill one another.”

3

they are floating while Death is firmly ground. The German translation of the Book of Revelations
from Koberger’s late fifteenth-century bible, which Dürer would have known, describes them in
the following manner:
And I saw that the lamb has opened one of the seven seals. And I heard one of the
four animals say in a voice of thunder. [Come and See.] And I saw a white steed 6
and there one sat upon it and the one has a bow. And a [crown] was given and he
[went forth] conquer given he conquered. And it had opened another seal, I [saw]
different red steed out of it…And a great sword was given. And since it opened the
third seal, I heard the third beast say. [Come and See.] And I saw a black horse and
[he] that was sitting upon him. He has a scale in his hand. And I heard a voice in
with the fourth animal say two measures of wheat and a penny. And three two-fold
measures of barley and a penny. And not eliminate the wine and the oil. And
because it opened the fourth seal I heard the voice of the fourth animal say. [Come
and see.] And I saw a pale steed and that was sitting upon it. The name was Death.
[And hell followed him.] And in the given force over the four parts of the earth to
kill with the sword and with hunger and with death and with the animals of the
earth.7
Because of the graphic nature of the visions described in the Book of Revelations, there
were many artworks produced that tried to tell this story through visual means. Dürer’s series is
one of the more pivotal examples of works inspired by the world's biblical end. This thesis seeks
to examine some of the prototypes and repercussions of Dürer’s Apocalypse series, focusing
attention on the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse and the figure of Death. The thesis asks: in

6

There is thought to be a correlation between the color of the horses and their meaning. For more on this, see
Helmut Nickel’s "And Behold a White Horse...Observations on the Colors of the Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," Metropolitan Museum Journal, Vol. 12. (1977): 179 – 183.
7
Anton Koberger, Bible, (Nuremberg, Anton Koberger’s Press: 1483), 1169: “Und ich sah, dass das Lamb hat
aufgetan eins von den sieben Sigeln. Und ich hört eins von den vier Tieren als eine Stimme eines Donners sagen.
Rüin (Küin?) un sih. Und ich sah und seht ein weysses roß. Und der da saß auf ihm und der hat einen Bogen. Un ein
fron (kron?) was in gegeben und er gieng aus uberwinded da er uberwünde. Un da es het auff gethan dz ander isigel
Ich hozt en anders rotes roß gieg auß un der da sab auff im. De wz gegebe Dz er nem de Frid vo erde. Un ein groß
schwert ward im gegeben. Un da es het auffgethan das drit insigel. Ich hozt das drit tyer sagund. Ruin und sih. Und
seht ein schwarzes Roß. Und der da saß auf ihm. Der hat eine Waage in seiner Hand. Und ich hörte eine Stimme in
mit der das vierte Tier sagte. Zwei Maß Weizen und einen Pfennig. Und drei zweifaltig Maß Gersten und einen
Pfennig. Und den Wein und das Öl beseitige nicht. Und da es hat aufgetan das vierte Sigel. Ich hörte die Stimme des
vierten Tieres sagen. Ruin und sih. Un seht ein bleychs roß unnd der da saßs auff im des nam was der Tod. Und die
helle nachoufget im. Und im ist gegeben gewalt uber die vier tyel der erde zutöoten mit dem schwert und mit dem
hunger und mit dem tod un mis den tyern der erde.” All biblical passages are translated from Koberger’s German
text and translations are my own (unless otherwise specified).

4

what ways was Dürer’s depiction an innovation upon previous pictorial traditions? What kind of
impact did it have in the fifteenth century's final years when it first appeared? Chapter one will
examine three Medieval precedents in different media: two illuminated manuscripts and a tapestry.
Images will be drawn from mid-thirteenth- and mid-fourteenth-century illuminated manuscripts
and a late fourteenth-century tapestry cycle. The first chapter will look at how the horsemen were
conventionally portrayed and consider what Dürer takes away from this tradition. The second
chapter will position Dürer as both an artist who drew on the works of others and one who would
be the source material for other artists. The focus will be on images of the fourth horseman of the
Apocalypse—Death—as he appears in works by Anton Koberger (c.1440-1513) and Lucas
Cranach the Elder (c.1472-1553). Both of these men bookend Dürer’s work, and a close
comparison will reveal an exciting interplay between the compositions. The relationship between
these three figures has previously been discussed in terms of “influence,” but as Michael Baxandall
has demonstrated, influence is a one-way path and this thesis aims to show how complex shared
points of reference can be.8 The last chapter will then focus on Dürer’s other representations of
Death and understand how the Horseman fits into the artist’s long relationship with the theme.
For this thesis, I have drawn on the artist’s own writings.9 This thesis also builds upon the
research of numerous scholars. Natasha O’Hear discusses in great detail the development of visual
representations of the Book of Revelation. In Contrasting Images of the Book of Revelation in Late
Medieval and Early Modern Art (henceforth Contrasting Images), O’Hear examines several
examples that touch on all the significant areas of production across Europe. These examples range
from the thirteenth century to the sixteenth, including a detailed analysis of Dürer’s Apocalypse

8

For more on influence see Michael Baxandall. Patterns of Intention: On the Historical Explanation of
Pictures. United Kingdom: Yale University Press, 1985.
9
William Martin Conway, The Literary Remains of Albrecht Dürer (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1889).
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and its relationship to its contemporaries. In Picturing the Apocalypse, co-written with Anthony
O’Hear, representations of the Book of Revelation are extended from eleventh-century examples
to ones in the twenty-first century. Picturing the Apocalypse begins with a statement that the
Apocalypse has come to have a negative connotation in our society and argues, somewhat
polemically, that the “true significance” of the Book of Revelation is in the way it lends itself to
artistic creation.10 This significance is due to the highly graphic and dynamic way in which the
text describes the events of the end of the world, which, when shown through visual means, helps
the reader to understand the text fully.11
Regarding Albrecht Dürer, Erwin Panofsky's seminal biography The Life and Art of
Albrecht Dürer has been of great importance. While Panofsky’s study provides the most complete
understanding and account of the artist’s life and work, to supplement this biographical account
with critical insights into the artist’s process, this thesis turns to Joseph Leo Koerner’s writings on
the German Renaissance. The Moment of Self-Portraiture in German Renaissance Art explores, in
part, Dürer’s role in art history through the artist’s self-portraits and how he would eventually shift
the way these works were seen; Dürer made them serious art. Koerner has also written extensively
on Hans Baldung Grien, a student of Dürer’s and an artist whose work will be discussed briefly in
the final chapter of this thesis. Koerner’s work is critical to understanding the macabre in
Baldung’s art, his evolution, and his connections to his teacher.
Dürer’s work feels especially timely due to the retrospective of the artist’s Journey years,
which will open at the National Gallery in London at the end of 2021; this is the first major show

10

Natasha F. H. O'Hear and Anthony O'Hear. Picturing the Apocalypse: The Book of Revelation in the Arts over
Two Millennia (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017) 1,4.
11
O’Hear and O’Hear, Picturing the Apocalypse, 4
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for the artist in over 20 years in the United Kingdom.12 This thesis (borrowing Koerner term) aims
to demonstrate the moment of Dürer’s horsemen in the visual arts and show that the Horseman of
Death was part of a reoccurring theme within the artist’s own work.

12

Dürer's Journeys: Travels of a Renaissance Artist will be on display at The National Gallery in London from
November 20, 2021 – February 27, 2022. https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/exhibitions/durers-journeys-travels-ofa-renaissance-artist
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Chapter 1: Medieval Riders

It is commonly believed that John of Patmos, who receives the visions, is also St. John the
Evangelist, one of the Apostles and the author of the Gospel of St. John in the New Testament. 13
The Book of Revelation begins by stating that the events described are a prophetic message for
what is to come:
The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave to him, to show his servants what
must happen soon. He made it known by sending his angel to his servant John, who
gives witness to the word of God and to the testimony of Jesus Christ by reporting
what he saw. Blessed is the one who reads aloud and blessed are those who listen
to this prophetic message and hear what is written in it for the appointed time is
near. (Revelation 1:1-3)
This quote opens the Book of Revelation and signifies to the reader that what they are about to
read is a prophecy about the end of times and tells them to pay careful attention. The passage
focuses on reading and listening to what is being described by John as he has the vision. However,
Dürer’s apocalypse adds another sense with his highly visual woodcuts. He takes the words of the
Bible and interprets them in fifteen woodcuts that do not need words to tell the story. The opening
of Revelation, in particular, is a setup for the reader to anticipate what is to come as they read;
Dürer captures this in his woodcuts, creating action-filled scenes that make the reader want to turn
the page and keep going.
As will be discussed, prophecies were widespread in the medieval period, and the prophecy
of John of Patmos is not the only apocalyptic prophecy that gained popularity around the thirteenth
century. This chapter will focus on the imagery of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse and
explore some of the ways they were shown in Medieval art. It will examine three medieval

13

There is differing scholarship on whether this is John the Apostle, who wrote the Gospel, or another John. Natasha
O’Hear and Anthony O’Hear’s Picturing the Apocalypse: The Book of Revelation in the Arts Over Two Millennia is,
thus far, the only source to definitively argue that it is not.
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examples of apocalypse cycles, the Getty Apocalypse (1255 and 1260), Cloisters Apocalypse
(1330), and the Angers Tapestry (1370s), all dating to before the fifteenth century.14 This will
allow us in the next chapter to consider how they may have impacted, directly or indirectly, Dürer’s
creation of the Horseman of Death in particular.
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse have long been associated with the catastrophic. As
described in Revelation 6:8, Conquest brings War, War brings Famine, Famine brings Pestilence,
and Death brings wild beasts.15 The riders bring agony, destruction, and death with them and are
thus evoked when everything in the world seems to be topsy-turvy. This negative perception was
not always the case, however. Ian Boxall discusses the interpretation that the Book of Revelation
was written to help console first-century Christians who were being persecuted under Imperial
Rome and that this text can be seen as a “book for the martyrs.”16 Boxall points out this book of
the bible was not always interpreted in this way, but in some cases, John of Patmos is interpreted
as an exile because of his Christian preaching.17
From the sixth century to the fifteenth century in Europe, the significance changed and was
sometimes seen as a “parable of the life of the Church in every age.”18 To explain how Revelation
is a parable, Boxall cites Tyconius’s Book of Rules, in which he argues that Revelation is the story

14

This is a representative sampling of manuscripts that feature Apocalypse cycles. For a comprehensive list see:
Emmerson, Richard Kenneth, and Suzanne Lewis, "Census and Bibliography of Medieval Manuscripts Containing
Apocalypse Illustrations, ca. 800 – 1500," Traditio 40 (1984): 337-79; " Census and Bibliography of Medieval
Manuscripts Containing Apocalypse Illustrations, ca. 800 – 1500: II," Traditio 41 (1985): 367-409; and "Census
and Bibliography of Medieval Manuscripts Containing Apocalypse Illustrations, ca. 800 – 1500: III," Traditio 42
(1986): 443-72.
15
O’Hear and O’Hear, Picturing the Apocalypse, 73. See Table 3.1 for a comprehensive breakdown of this
discussion.
16
Ian Boxall, “The Apocalypse Unveiled: Reflections on the Reception History of Revelation,” The Expository
Times 125, no. 6 (March 2014): 263-264
17
Ibid., 263.
18
Ibid., 264.
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of the church and its tumultuous history.19 Moreover, Boxall states that the emphasis on rebirth at
the end of the Book of Revelation, rather than ending on the destruction and death, shows that the
story's common thread is “the call for true worship.”20 In this regard, Boxall’s work is valuable for
its insights into the medieval relationship between the biblical end of times and the reader because
it shows that this was not read out of fear of utter annihilation but optimism for a new beginning.
After all, at the end of the apocalypse, the faithful join God in eternal life in New Jerusalem. This
sense of rebirth and optimism would be important for Dürer working on the woodcuts in the 1490s
in anticipation of the half-millennium in 1500.
However, in the centuries preceding Dürer’s inventions, many of the best-known examples
of images of the Apocalypse come from medieval England and France. Patrick De Winter connects
this trend in thirteenth-century England with the popularity of the Italian theologian Joachim de
Fiore (c. 1135-1202), who followed in the prophetic nature of the Book of Revelation. 21 Just as
John of Patmos proclaimed what he saw, Joachim proclaimed his own visions, which outlined his
beliefs. Joachim broke down human history into three parts: the Age of the Old Testament, the
Age of the New Testament, and the Age under the Holy Spirit.22 The latter is where he believes
that humans will live in a time of joy, love, and freedom, with all men having direct knowledge of
God. However, this would be followed by the coming of the antichrist and the events of St. John's

Boxall, “The Apocalypse Unveiled,” 265. Tyconius was fourth century catholic theologian. For more on the Book
of Rules see: Pamela Bright The Book of Rules of Tyconius: Its Purpose and Inner Logic. Notre Dame, Ind:
University of Notre Dame Press, 2009.
20
Boxall, “The Apocalypse Unveiled,” 268.
21
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Revelation. Joachim predicted that the end of times would come in 1260.23 This theory's popularity
led to a new branch of theology, Joachism, focusing on death, judgment, and the state of one's
soul, which would lead to some of the most prolific and intense images within the Christian art
canon.24
The Getty Apocalypse (Figures 4-7), also called the Dyson Perrins Apocalypse, is an
illuminated manuscript and the earliest example to be discussed here.25 It was likely created in
London, England, between 1255 and 1260 for an unknown patron and displays many of the
iconographical signatures that would become associated within this theme.26 The Getty Apocalypse
was chosen for this thesis, as opposed to the many other illuminated manuscripts from the
thirteenth century, because of its similarities and differences to the Cloisters Apocalypse. Each
page features a half-page miniature and a brief passage from the Book of Revelation written in
black ink with commentary in red ink by a monk named Berengaudus.27 The First Horseman
appears on a white horse. His bow—signifying the war he will unleash—is drawn, and his horse
stands on his rear legs leaping forward, ready to charge into battle. In the sky above, an angel (the
First Living Creature and St Matthew's attribute) grabs St. John's arm, gesturing to him to look at
and see the horseman. Flip the page, and we find the Second Horseman of civil strife, who rides
forth on a red horse with his sword drawn. A figure with a face (the Second Living Creature and
St Mark's attribute) points to the horseman. The Horseman of Famine rides forth on a black horse
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holding his scales to weigh food while an ox-faced figure (the Third Living Creature and St Luke’s
attribute) again beckons John to come and look. Atop a pale horse, the Horseman of Death leaps
forward, holding a torch and followed by a hellmouth, filled with tormented souls. This time the
eagle (the Fourth Living Creature and St John’s attribute) calls him to come and see.
The placement of the figures within the composition of the page is done in a clever way in
the Getty Apocalypse. Suzanne Lewis explores how the creator of this work included St. John in
the illuminations by always having him at the edge, within or outside of the frame, watching the
events and reacting to them.28 Lewis notes that in this context, John is in a similar corporeal realm
with the reader on the outside of the page, thus helping him/her access the story and illuminations
through the work's barriers.29 Here that barrier is the rectangular frame where the horsemen reside.
St. John helps guide the reader through the narrative as he is either the first figure within the frame
or the last figure beside the frame in each instance. The page featuring the Horseman of Death
shows the eagle telling John to come and see through a window cut into the side of the frame.
Furthermore, this illumination is the only one of the four riders that shows John outside of the
frame. Because this rider is Death and he is followed by hell, one might speculate that John has
stepped outside of the frame in order not to witness this destruction first hand. However, the eagle
poking his head through the window reminds John and the reader by extension that Death and his
harbinger are inescapable.
The episodic structure of the Getty Apocalypse was not uncommon. The Cloisters
Apocalypse (Figures 9-11), created some decades later in Normandy, France, in 1330, follows a
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similar pattern.30 In this manuscript, each horseman takes up half of a page, creating a very orderly
effect as one reads the book. In each of the images, one of the four living animals holds a scroll
that says, “come and see,” echoing what is said when the seal is open in the Book of Revelations.
The banners are addressed as much to the saint as they are to the reader. This textual instruction is
a departure from what the Getty cycle does. Instead, the insistent gestures of the respective
evangelical attributes direct John—and the reader in turn—to take note of the rider. As in the Getty
Apocalypse, however, St John again stands on the edges in almost the same spot (the image of
Famine, the third rider, is the only exception, in the Cloisters cycle where John is outside the frame
rather than inside of it). With this example, we see how long after the prophetic year of “1260”
came and went, the apocalyptic imagery it inspired nevertheless remained.
In the first centuries after Jesus’s death, the body became a focus of some fundamental
beliefs in Christianity. One such belief that gained traction around the sixth century was that the
devout would be resurrected by Christ when he returned from the dead to start a New Jerusalem.31
Death was a necessary part of this cycle, but the parameters of living a pious life were not always
clear, nor was the nature of the Apocalypse, which caused much anxiety.32 The Book of Revelation
was seen as a ‘comfort’ for the faithful because it offered a glimpse into heaven. Despite the
violence in the images, it was understood that the target of God’s wrath in the text is the
nonbeliever and unrepentant sinner.33 This, too, is what we see in the images of the Cloisters
Apocalypse.
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As in earlier examples, here too, the Horseman of War strides forth on a white horse with
bow drawn while he receives a crown from a figure coming from outside the scene. Strife follows
and rides in on a red-brown horse wearing chainmail and plate armor with his sword drawn, and
arm outstretched, while the figures in front of him battle each other with more primitive weapons—
a stick, a club, and a large stone. Famine comes next, riding a black horse, and appears with his
hood pulled over his head. He holds his scales, as was the convention. Famine looks back at Christ
enthroned, who appears in a cloud from heaven on the other side of the miniature. A winged figure
appears to St. John with the scroll that invites him to “come and see.” Pestilence appears as a pale
vision shrouded in a light blue cloak with a white-grey robe underneath, riding a pale horse, and
carries a lantern.34 Behind him, a Hellmouth follows “like a float in a parade”35 with the souls in
his mouth. St. John appears in each image inside and outside the frame, either witnessing or hearing
the events of the apocalypse.36
Let us turn back to the text of the Book of Revelation. The way it details the end of times
is extremely chaotic, leaving the reader of the book spinning from the cataclysmic events that
occur in rapid succession. These events can be seen in Revelations 6:9-16 (which details the events
after the Horsemen):

And when he had opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of them that
were slain for the word of God and for the testimony which they held. Under the
altar … Christ, as man, is this altar, under which the souls of the martyrs live in
heaven, as their bodies are here deposited under our altars. And they cried with a
loud voice, saying: How long, O Lord (Holy and True), dost thou not judge and
revenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth? Revenge our blood … They ask
not this out of hatred to their enemies, but out of zeal for the glory of God, and a
desire that the Lord would accelerate the general judgment, and the complete
34
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beatitude of all his elect. And white robes were given to every one of them one;
And it was said to them that they should rest for a little time till their fellow servants
and their brethren, who are to be slain even as they, should be filled up. And I saw,
when he had opened the sixth seal: and behold there was a great earthquake. And
the sun became black as sackcloth of hair: and the whole moon became as blood.
And the stars from heaven fell upon the earth, as the fig tree casteth its green figs
when it is shaken by a great wind. And the heaven departed as a book folded up.
And every mountain, and the islands, were moved out of their places. And the kings
of the earth and the princes and tribunes and the rich and the strong and every
bondman and every freeman hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of
mountains: And they say to the mountains and the rocks: Fall upon us and hide us
from the face of him that sitteth upon the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb.
For the great day of their wrath is come. And who shall be able to stand?37
The illustrations in the medieval cycles, in contrast, do not reflect this chaos. This passage
looks very different in the Cloisters Apocalypse than it does in Dürer’s. The illumination depicting
the opening of the fifth seal (Figure 12) shows a line of tiny human figures underneath an altar in
the manuscript. They are orderly and kneeling in prayer. As these figures proceed from under this
altar, there are angels there to give them white robes. St. John stands on the inside left of the frame.
The representation of the sixth seal (Figure 13) shows St. John again on the inside left of the frame,
standing next to a swirling cloud of people, trees, and buildings. In the top center of the image is
Christ or God, watching the black sun rain red stars down upon this swirl. Despite the apocalyptic
subject matter, these illuminations are calm and tame compared to the way Dürer illustrates these
passages from Revelations.
For one, Dürer combines these two events into one scene (Figure 14). The upper register
shows the opening of the fifth seal. To the left, bodies begin to lay on their back, almost like they
are floating down a river underneath the altar. They are pulled out on the right side and given their
garments. However, the altar's right side is packed with bodies trying to hand out the white robes,
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reaching to grab one, and otherwise kneeling in front of the altar. This upper register is
encapsulated by clouds, creating a sort of barrier to what happens below. Where Dürer brings these
events to life is in the way he shows everything happening simultaneously. While martyrs receive
their robes, the sun and moon angrily glare at the people in the lower register as fiery stars rain
down on them. These people panic, scramble, and try to cover themselves and take shelter
underneath one another, which is very different from the patient figures caught up in the dust
clouds swirl from the Cloisters Apocalypse. The medieval figures have instead a lightness to them:
their body language and facial expressions show fewer signs of stress; and the scenes have an airy
quality. Even John appears nonplussed by some of these events. In the illustrations for the Getty
Apocalypse and Cloisters Apocalypse, War and Death leap out of their sealed prisons in their
painted frames on the page. Unless their apocalyptic aims are known to the reader, these riders
could easily be figures going to hunt or to war rather than charging towards the annihilation of
humanity. There is in fact something constrained about the images. The Horsemen do not look
menacing; there is only the menacing presence of the hellmouth in the final scene that indicates
something diabolical is going on.
If the Book of Revelation provided the immediate frame for the accompanying images,
these scenes were also inspired by the illustration of the Arthurian Legend. In the early fourteenth
century, roughly contemporary with the Cloisters Apocalypse, King Arthur's legend was popular
in both England and France.38 When looking at a battle scene from the Rochefoucauld Grail,
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created in Flanders or Artois between 1315 and 1323 (Figure 15), the similarities are evident. 39
The knights appear “light in color and in spirit, its figures are mannered and courtly, their
movements slow, self-conscious, and elegant.”40 In this, they are similar to the horsemen in the
two cycles mentioned above. There are some differences, too, however. For one, there is more
action going on. The Arthurian battle scene is packed with people who escape their barrier and
cross over onto the page's negative space in an even more direct manner than before. According
to De Winters, the Apocalypse cycle's popularity in England was partly because of the exorbitant
nature of the story with its dragons, a prophet, and elements of magic, all elements seen in
Arthurian legend as well.41 It is no surprise, then, those specific visual motifs cross over as well.
Illuminated manuscripts were not, however, the only place where illustrations of the Apocalypse
could be found.
The final example discussed in this chapter is the Angers Apocalypse Tapestry (Figures 1618), completed in the 1370s for Louis I, the Duke of Anjou, for his chapel in the ducal palace
Château d'Angers (Figures 19-20).42 George Henderson has been a leading voice in scholarship on
these massive tapestries and believes that these images were probably inspired by or modeled after
another group known as the Burckhardt-Wildt Apocalypse (Figures 21-22).43 Natasha O’Hear
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agrees in principle with Henderson that the inspiration for this series lies within an illuminated
work. However, she does not agree that it is undoubtedly the Burckhardt-Wildt illuminations.44
For one, the miniature with the Horsemen is lost. Instead, O’Hear notes that apocalyptic imagery
likely appeared in other tapestry cycles, too, even if the Angers is the only surviving example.45
What is important here is that fourteenth-century viewers were interested in having scenes from
the Book of Revelations illustrated in different media.
The Angers Tapestries are awe-inspiring in their scale: there are six sections, each with
two tiers; the set originally contained 90 scenes, of which 71 survive. Each of the six sections is
about 6 meters in height and 24 meters in width, totaling over 140 meters long.46 Not only was it
all-encompassing, but the horsemen in the scenes that we will look at were taller than the average
viewer.47 The tapestry featuring War shows him, as the others do, with his bow and arrow, a crown
atop his head. The repetition of these props made it easy for viewers to identify the horsemen
quickly. Even in this medium, an angel is depicted carrying a scroll while St. John looks on. All
of the works in this chapter include St. John to remind the viewer that what we see before us is his
apocalyptic vision. All of them utilize him in similar ways within the composition as the access
point to this otherworldly realm on the other side of the frame. The story is being told through
John, and the viewer experiences it through his point of view in the illuminations and tapestries.
Strife is absent from this cycle (of perhaps is among the lost sections). Famine looks back at St.
John and holds the scales. The lion (the Second Living Creature in Revelations 6:3) and the angel
(the First Living Creature in Revelations 6:1) hold scrolls above the marginal spectator as in the
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manuscripts. In accordance with the text from the Book of Revelations, these ‘speech bubbles’
instruct the reader to “Come!” and look.
So far, no surprises. Death, however, is here shown as a skeleton, and this is an innovation
in the iconography. The skeleton face bears a smile, which is simultaneously comical but also
terrifying and leaves the viewer with the impression that the horseman takes pleasure in his job.
He is wrapped in a white flowing robe covering the body leaving only the hands, head, and feet
visible. In his right hand, he holds a sword, unlike the earlier horsemen who carry torches; his left
hand holds the reins of his pale horse. The hellmouth looks stuck inside a small stone structure
with a winged demon figure feeding it souls. The eagle of St John appears with a halo, but there is
no scroll on this occasion. Unlike the manuscripts' paintings, this cycle includes a schematic
landscape with ground, trees, and sky that lends it more weight and makes the scene feel more
naturalistic than the manuscripts' empty background.
This tapestry has many of the same iconographical markers as the Getty and Cloisters
cycles. O’Hear brings up a point overlooked by other authors, which is how the Angers Apocalypse
alters some of the established iconographies of previous cycles, specifically the Horseman of
Death. She points out that the hellmouth is more canine and enclosed in a tower as opposed to the
versions of the manuscript like those at the Getty and Cloisters, and that the Horseman is now a
skeleton rider rather than a human one.48 While it is virtually impossible to determine where the
first skeletal horseman appeared, this tapestry marks one of the most significant changes to the
Horseman of Death's iconography. From this point forward, Death’s rider will oft be seen as a
skeleton, which makes Dürer of great interest, for his Death is, at best, a skeletal human,
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somewhere in between the many traditions. The skeletal and the half-skeletal figure function as
memento mori and provide a terrifying reminder to the viewer of what comes after death.
Because these tapestries are meant to decorate walls, they have a different flow than the
manuscript pages. Marilyn Stokstad states that “tapestries and embroideries brightened the dreary
winter days in northern Europe by turning the walls into heraldic fields or flower strewn
meadows.”49 The Angers Apocalypse is no field of flowers. However, it is easy to envision these
expansive works decorating the walls during a winter gathering, serving as a talking point.
According to O’Hear, to get the work's full effect, one must pace start to finish twice, going section
by section.50 In this way, the viewer could stand in a room and follow the narrative scene by scene,
panel by panel, wholly immersed in the story because of its larger-than-life scale. This creates a
different kind of personal connection to St John’s visions than that of looking at small painted
images in a book.
The experience of moving through a room and being surrounded by giant angels, horsemen,
and other creatures from the Book of Revelation creates the feeling of being physically in the story
as if we are experiencing it with John by our side as our guide. The eye can follow a specific order
along the walls, but the sheer scale makes it challenging to focus on one image without being
aware of others. Whereas when looking at images in a book, the reader can dwell on a specific
image, text, or commentary for however long they desire. The reader is confronted with a tangible
object that they could use and abuse. There is an element of touch involved in Medieval reading
practices that cannot be overstated. For instance, there were cults dedicated to the veneration of
the veil of the Veronica—one of the most important touch relics in Christian culture—and there
was a belief about the connection of the vellum representing not only the flesh of Christ but also
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that of the reader’s own flesh due to the animal origin of parchment. 51 Such embodied practices
would not be possible when looking at a tapestry hanging on the wall. Instead, the work on the
wall would rely on a certain amount of distance between the viewer and the work. The closer
someone gets to the woven surface of the tapestry, the less the details stand out.
Each page of Dürer’s Apocalypse measures around 15 ¼ by 11 inches, but the sense of
touch remains vital. Because this is a work on paper that users can hold close to their face, they
could bring the printed image close for inspection, for instance, counting every eye and horn on
the lamb and dwelling on their significance. Then, by turning the page, they can see in the next
scene hellfire raining down upon the nonbelievers as they continue looking through the apocalyptic
visions illustrated in this picture book. In this regard, the experience is comparable with reading a
manuscript. There are marked differences, too, however.
Because of how manuscripts are created, there is a lot of interruption between the images
and the text. Each rider is depicted on its own page accompanied by its own text. In some cases,
like the Getty Apocalypse, it also has its own commentary. The reader can read the text, look at
the image, and read the commentary before going back to the image and then moving on to the
next page. This is meditative in a different way from Dürer’s pages and the multiple frames of the
Angers Tapestry, where the spectator is engulfed because there is no text to absorb. The reader can
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flip back and forth between pages, but there is no way to see more than one image at once. This
also means that, when dealing with the manuscripts and tapestry, the viewer can only take in one
rider at a time.
In contrast, in the case of Dürer, the viewer is attacked by all Four Horsemen at once on
the same page. Dürer gives the viewer no time to think about them: they are here, and they are
now. There is movement, chaos, and intensity in the faces of the riders and their steeds. The
horsemen are wreaking havoc on the landscape and the people around them. The first three almost
seem to levitate over the ground even while trampling people underfoot while the Fourth
Horseman is firmly planted on the ground as he rides across the land strewn with corpses.
The manuscript illuminations and the tapestries are full of vibrant color, whereas Dürer’s
Apocalypse is stark black and white. Even with the lack of color, Dürer’s work is more vibrant
than the medieval examples because of how he utilizes line and space. There is much negative
space that is not utilized in the medieval examples. There is the indication of a landscape with the
tapestries, but with Dürer, the page is exploding with information. The clouds fill the negative
space with a range of different animated black lines. The angles at which these are drawn move
the image and the viewer forward along with the horseman. There is a sense that these figures are
racing at light speed because of the way the background is carved and imprinted with short black
lines. One can almost feel how quickly these riders overtake the figures on the ground bringing
forth tragedy and suffering.
In Dürer’s image, Plague rides forth with a crown atop his head and bow and arrow ready
to be released. His expression is blank. He wears a coat with long flowing sleeves; the drapery
detail indicates a swell of fabric to his costume. This figure has long hair coming from beneath his
crown and a curly beard. His horse bursts forth, determination in its eye. War hoists his sword over
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his head as he charges into battle. He wears chainmail under a luxuriously tasseled fabric coat.
War's expression, like his companion’s, does not emote, and he too has a curly beard, much like
the ones we see in contemporary portraits of the time, including Dürer’s self-portrait (Figure 23)
from 1498. In another context, the first three riders could have been taken for late fifteenth-century
German soldiers on account of their hairstyle and clothing.
Like Dürer’s self-portrait, Plague and War also wear hats covering their hair and ears.
These hats would have been the popular style in Germany when Dürer was creating these images
between 1496 and 1498. While they are not entirely the same, these headpieces show some
resemblance, mainly in the triangular shape, to the one worn by Dürer in the 1498 self-portrait.
War’s steed is glancing at the first rider's horse as if to signal that they are ready for the upcoming
battle. In the center of the composition, Famine charges forth with scales in his hand, ready to
weigh souls like the Archangel Michael. His clothing appears luxurious. His coat is lined with fur
similar to the one in Dürer’s best-known self-portrait (Figure 24). The belt he wears is made of
jewels, as is his necklace. He wears armor on his legs like the Landsknecht (or Lansquenet) soldier
we find in a small woodcut by Dürer (Figure 25). Unlike Plague and Death, Famine wears no hat,
leaving his curly hair exposed and his face bare, giving him the look of youth compared to the
others. His eyes lack pupils, or perhaps they have rolled back in his head. Either way, it gives him
an unsettling glare. His steed looks dead ahead, with a jewel on its head, which seems to emphasize
its focused gaze. The animal is also draped in luxurious fabric that flows underneath the saddle
and echoes the shape of the flaps of the rider’s coat.
The Horseman of Death in the lower left-hand corner is easy to overlook upon first glance,
but once seen, it is clear that he is the wildest of all of the figures despite his small stature. Death
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carries a pitchfork, a weapon for harvesting the souls that Famine will weigh up.52 Compared to
the other three figures' blank facial expressions, Death is the only horseman showing some sense
of emotion; his pupils are black islands in the center of his eye, he looks insane and thrilled with
his task. There is a crazed look in this horseman’s eye: his pupils are black dots in the center of
the eye, and his mouth is open in a smile like a kid on a rollercoaster yelling in excitement. Part of
what makes the last rider so unsettling is his open mouth, which gives the impression that he is
smiling and laughing. Seven years after the Apocalypse publication, Dürer draws another smiling
figure, a peasant woman (Figure 26). Something is uneasy about the way this woman is smiling as
well. The sketch shows the woman’s head and neck. Her eyes squint as she looks off to one side;
she smiles and shows some teeth. The effect is somewhat unsettling, creating the feeling that there
is a joke we are not in on or that something slightly nefarious could be about to happen. This is a
similar effect to how the horseman's open mouth (Figure 27) leads the viewer to the feeling of
maniacal laughter at the impending destruction he will bring.
Dürer’s figure of Death is unlike his predecessors in other ways too. He is more exposed
than the horseman in the Getty, Cloisters, and Angers works. Death is emaciated yet curiously
muscular, much like Dürer’s depiction of St. Jerome painted in these same years (Figure 28).
Death’s hair is wild and white, as is his beard. He wears a long flowing shawl around his torso and
left shoulder; he also sits on the fabric in place of a saddle. There is skin on the body, but it clings
to his bones and stringy muscles. All the medieval riders are clothed, wrapped fully in garments
to conceal their form; even the skeleton in the Angers Apocalypse does not bare his bones while
Dürer’s rider wears only a sash of fabric for modesty. Dürer’s horse also shares a look of disturbing
glee, his mouth is open, and he too shows his teeth while the brow is furrowed with concentration.
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Dürer, we know, was interested in odd and ambiguous facial expressions (we know that
Dürer studied his own face and how it interacted with his hand).53 Both the rider and the horse of
Death are haunting here, but not in the same way that the figure of Death is in the Angers Tapestry.
He is both a skeleton and life-size in scale, facing viewers directly with his sword, a reminder that
his task is to cut them down. Dürer’s horseman, in contrast, is haunting because of the absolute
thrill he appears to get from his work. The movement of the scrawny older man’s arms makes it
feel as though he is using his trident to skewer people and toss them aside with supernatural
strength. The horsemen from the Getty and the Cloisters' illuminated manuscripts do not share the
menacing expression or the sense of terror that the tapestry and woodcut figures have. The Getty
horseman’s face is almost comical, with its open mouth in a frown; the Cloisters horseman wears
a solemn expression, which betrays little emotion. Both horsemen are tame, not only in expression
but in composition, in comparison to Dürer’s.
This chapter has shown how the embodied experience of reading medieval illuminations
and interacting with wall-sized tapestries contributed to their sustained popularity and helped mold
the iconographical traditions that became the standard. The medieval manuscripts such as those in
the Getty Apocalypse, the Cloisters Apocalypse, and the Angers Tapestry paved the way for
subsequent interpretations because they visualize the seemingly nonsensical and terrifying visions
of St John in the Book of Revelation. The wall hangings in Angers, in particular, helped change
the way the Horseman of Death would be portrayed by introducing the skeleton. These things
affected Dürer’s production of his Apocalypse series, but he revised and synthesized different
aspects from the examples that came before in his interpretation of the Four Horsemen.
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The move from multiple pages or tapestries onto one printed page where the Four
Horsemen find themselves side by side, however, was not entirely Dürer’s invention, as we shall
see in the next chapter. While the medieval traditions of showing the Horsemen remained relatively
unchanged for many centuries, the advent of the printing press in the last quarter of the fifteenth
century would transform the appeal of illustrating the fantastical visions in the Book of Revelation,
especially as the half-millennium year of 1500 approached.
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Chapter 2: Raw Materials

When Dürer created The Apocalypse at the end of the fifteenth century, it marked a change
in how the episode of the Four Horsemen would be seen. In the medieval examples discussed, each
rider was contained in his own pictorial space on separate pages. Dürer’s horsemen ride together
as a unit, but they are not the first to do so. In 1483 the Nuremberg publisher, Anton Koberger,
published a new edition of Heinrich Quentell’s bible, which had been translated into Low German
(the dialect of northwest Germany) and contained over 100 woodcut illustrations.54 Published in
1479 in Cologne, its woodblocks would be later acquired and reused by Koberger.55 To be sure,
Quentell’s and Koberger’s were not the first German vernacular bibles, previous translations of
which date to as early as the Carolingian period. They are, however, successors to the Gutenberg
Bible, published by an unknown printer in Nuremberg in 1466.
In the Koberger/Quentell bible, all four horsemen are contained in one image (Figure 29).
This vernacular bible is important because of Dürer’s relationship to Koberger, who was his
godfather. The influential Nuremberg publisher would also allow the twenty-seven-year-old
Albrecht to print The Apocalypse in his shop. Given the relationship between Dürer and Koberger,
it makes sense that their works became linked. Koberger’s Bible would have likely been a bible
the young artist knew well and could have sparked Dürer to take the woodcut compositions,
specifically for the horsemen, and adapt them into a larger scale graphic work. Dürer took the
elemental composition of Koberger’s woodcut, namely the right to left order of the riders and the
crowd underneath the Horseman of Death, and built on them to create a bolder, more considerable,
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more contemporary work. Dürer moved the motif of the Horsemen into his modern age by dressing
them in the latest fashions as opposed to the more generic appearance of the riders that preceded
his interpretation. In Lucas Cranach the Elder’s illustrations for Martin Luther’s 1522 New
Testament, more formally called the Septembertestament, Cranach would adapt Dürer’s woodcuts
and alter the composition to create an image that tells the story of the horsemen in a more
streamlined fashion.56
This chapter will explore the relationship between Dürer and Koberger and between Dürer
and Cranach. This chapter will explore how Dürer acted upon the horsemen in the Koberger Bible
and how Cranach acted upon Dürer’s riders, a process that was aided by the printing press.
Elizabeth Eisenstein, one of the foremost scholars on the printing press, argued that
The new mode of book production not only brought the work of philosophers to the
attention of craftsmen and vice versa. It also brought bookworms and mechanics
together in person as collaborators within the same workshops. In the figure of the
scholar-printer, it produced a ‘new man’ who was adept in handling machines and
marking products even while editing texts, founding learned societies, promoting
artists and authors, advancing new forms of data collection and diverse branches of
erudite disciplines.57
The printing press revolutionized how books were made available to the public. Dürer’s book is
an example of this technology's effect on both graphic art and the religious imagination.
Unlike block books, where whole pages were carved into one block, movable type was
invented in Germany around 1450, less than fifty years before the publication of Dürer’s
Apocalypse in 1498.58 Before this innovation, books were both expensive and exclusive.
Manuscripts such as the Getty Apocalypse and Cloisters Apocalypse were made with handwritten
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text and carefully painted pictures, which meant that no two books were ever really the same. The
printing press allowed for the cheaper, more straightforward production of a range of books that
had both pictures and text that could be mass-produced using the same woodcuts. One woodcut
could make many prints before needing to be recarved and replaced, which made them easier and
cheaper to produce.59 Koberger made use of the new printing technology and when he created his
work.60
Koberger was a very prominent printer in the city of Nuremberg, “owning upwards of
twenty-four presses, employing over one hundred and fifty journeymen, and opening offices in
Paris, Lyon, and Budapest, as well as in Leipzig, Regensburg, Breslau, and Frankfurt.”61 Eisenstein
refers to Koberger as “the greatest entrepreneur of the printed-book trade in the fifteenth
century.”62 He was involved in publishing some of the most important projects of the late fifteenth
century, including Hartmann Schedels’s Nuremberg Chronicle (1493). This effort involved
another key Nuremberg figure, Michael Wolgemut, who was one of Dürer’s first teachers.63 The
Nuremberg Chronicle was a new kind of work, much like Dürer’s Apocalypse would be after 1498.
The Chronicle was a historical compilation of the first six ages of the world from its creation to
1493. The Seventh Age looked forward to the Last Judgment. It featured woodcut pictures showing
thousands of images (many of which were repeated, although the Four Horsemen do not appear)
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and was printed first in Latin and then in German.64 The development of the printing press made
undertakings such as the mass production of vernacular bibles much easier.
Text and image in Koberger’s bible functioned as in the medieval manuscripts. Dürer’s
work was not produced in this way. As Panofsky pointed out, Dürer reserved the recto or front of
the page for the image and the verso for the text with the goal that the image would not interrupt
the text, be awkwardly inserted in the text, or interspersed with the text.65 David Price has further
specified that Dürer would have had indicators as to where the images were in relation to the text.66
These indicators gave him a controlled approach to the book design; in this regard, he was taking
the text and inspiration from his godfather and bringing it to another level. Thus, even if Dürer
used the exact text that appeared in his godfather Koberger’s bible, it could be said that the
godson’s woodcuts told the story through visual means that went beyond its source material.
The image of the Four Horsemen in Koberger’s bible is relatively small. Each folio sheet
measures approximately 15 by 10 inches, suggesting the illustration is about 5 by 10 inches or
around a third of the page's height (Figure 30). In any case, it is safe to say that this image is
significantly smaller than that of Dürer, where the print fills the entire sheet. Koberger’s horsemen
are shown in a line, breaking from the tradition of having each rider appear individually, as
previously seen. War is the first horseman on the far right of the image. The black and white
woodcut has been colored in by hand. War wears a red tunic, sits atop a white horse, and carries a
yellow bow and arrow, which is pointed at a group of people on the left-hand side in the
foreground. Above him is an angel with wings the colors of Christmas, a red tunic, and a yellow
halo, placing a green crown on the First Horseman head.
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Strife is next to War on the left. Strife wears a helmet, a red tunic with yellow pants, and
hoists his sword over his head, ready to slash down anyone in his path. The figure at the center of
the composition sits atop a brown horse as he rides forth. He is Famine, and we know this because
he holds with both hands his golden scales. Coming up behind Famine is Death, bearing a
menacing smile on his face and carrying in left hand a scythe, while the right hand holds a sword.
Death is a skeleton on a pale brown horse, using both weapons to cut down a group of people of
all classes and genders; within this group of bodies, there a pope and a king (identifiable by their
headgear), peasants, and a pious woman kneeling in prayer in front of Death. On the left edge, the
hellmouth swallows up the bodies the horsemen leave behind. Atop the hellmouth is a monster
with two faces, one on the head and one on the body, carrying a barbed weapon, amplifying the
horror in the scene.
In the previous medieval examples, there are no piles of bodies being trampled as the riders
gallop forward, and any indication of the reaping of souls is only seen in the hellmouth. In some
ways, this compositional innovation is similar to the Arthurian image discussed previously. In the
King Arthur illumination, the battle has caused so much destruction the riders still battling must
climb over the mound of bodies piled up on the battlefield. This is similar to the scene here wherein
the sinners and nonbelievers are the fallen bodies, and there is only one side riding forth in victory.
Another element that Dürer shares with Koberger that distinguishes them from the
Medieval antecedents is the narrator's absence. Lewis described Revelation’s John as the
“visionary conduit for the reader’s perceptions”67 and discussed how the narrator was always
present to be that access point in the medieval examples. John’s absence here is noticeable. It begs
the question of why there was such a significant departure from the medieval tradition where John
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was almost always seen to help guide the viewer on their journey through the Book of Revelation.
Koberger seems to have included him in a handful of images at best. In Dürer’s Apocalypse,
however, John appears seven times out of the fifteen scenes. When he does, he is incorporated into
the image. More importantly, the saint is modeled after the artist himself.68 A close examination
of St. John from St. John before Christ and the Elders (Figure 31) shows similarities to the 1500
self-portrait of the artist (Figure 24). The profile of St. John shows the figure to have long curly
hair, a nose that hooks down ever so slightly and a small tight mouth. These details present
themselves in the 1500 self-portrait. The portrait is head on but proportionately the features match.
The most notable difference between these two images of the artist is that John does not have a
beard, whereas Dürer’s self-portraits frequently show him with one. This amalgamation is
interesting because it suggests that Dürer has taken over John's role, acting as the narrator of the
visions and the reader’s guide.
Panofsky cites the Quentell/Koberger woodcuts as the “raw material” for Dürer’s
Apocalypse book because of compositional similarities.69 In both Koberger and Dürer, the fallen
souls are at the feet of Death. In both, these figures are in contemporary clothing. This weighs
down the image with a sense of realism and immediacy by showing the consequences of being a
sinner. If Koberger was the “raw material” for Dürer, then Dürer was undoubtedly the “raw
material” for the engraving that Cranach crafted for Luther’s New Testament in 1522 (Figure 32),
some twenty-four years after Dürer’s Apocalypse, and to which I now turn.70
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Cranach’s workshop was responsible for providing the images that illustrated Luther’s
bible, published by Hans Lufft in Wittenberg.71 Cranach adapted many of the compositional
elements from Dürer’s woodcut. Again, we find War, Strife, and Famine all in line, while Death
fumbles beneath them. The first three show no emotion while Death seems to be enjoying himself.
Like in Dürer, a crowd of people is in the lower right corner and a hellmouth in the left corner.
However, this hellmouth breaths fire and does not devour anyone. The flames seem instead to
propel the skeletal old man. Cranach’s War resembles Dürer’s War, except his furrowed brow
gives him the appearance of worry, almost like he is concerned that he will hit the wrong person
with his arrow. Strife’s gaze is locked forward, and his sword is hoisted high in the sky, leading
the charge. War and Strife's mounts interact with each other the same way Dürer’s first and second
steeds do. Famine betrays no emotion as he holds his scales out to weigh souls.
There are also differences. For one, the graphic energy of Dürer’s woodcut is all but absent
in Cranach’s more restrained design. Dürer’s woodcut captures the movement of the lightning-fast
rider through his linework and contrasting lights and darks that create bold blacks and untouched
whites and atmospheric, voluminous clouds. There is something very ethereal within the drama of
Dürer work. Cranach’s work is more measured, its tone consistent; this work does not have the
same deep, dramatic blacks as Dürer. Cranach’s work looks almost like grisaille in comparison.
Cranach’s work also focuses much more on the earthly realm. There are more indicators of the
ground they traverse and the desolate conditions the riders bring with them. The clouds of
Cranach’s sky are much lighter and wispy, almost even cartoon-like, than the large, heavy, puffy
clouds that occupy Dürer’s skies. The guiding angel at the top center of each of these works is also
figured in contrasting ways. Cranach’s angel looks straight forward with the pointer and middle
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finger of their right hand also pointing forward. Dürer’s peers out to the viewer with a sly smile as
they point forward, with the same gesture as Cranach’s angel. The angel adds to the eeriness of
Dürer’s riders. These figures help to communicate the overall energy of their respective images.
Dürer’s angel’s sinister smile resonates with the terror that Dürer’s figures induce, while Cranach’s
more friendly angel reflects the calmer tone of his print.
The two woodcuts are drastically different in size: Cranach’s is about 9 by 6 inches, while
Dürer’s is 15 ¼ by 11. Moreover, Cranach’s work has twenty-one illustrations to Dürer’s fifteen.72
Finally, and most interestingly, Cranach’s figure of Death looks almost like a caricature of Dürer’s
Fourth Horseman. Cranach’s Death is elderly, as is Dürer’s, but in this instance, his facial
expression seems more comical and does not appear to have the same unhinged glee previously
encountered. The smile he wears just makes him look like a creepy old man. Cranach’s figure
holds his pitchfork out, ready to skewer the group that has fallen in front of him. Death’s steed
also looks like a caricature of his Dürer counterpart. His smile and the way his eyes look back at
the rider make it seem like the horse is laughing at what is coming, whereas Dürer’s horse looks
ready to strike fear into the hearts of many. However, the crowd at the right edge of the work is
very different from Dürer’s because, judging from their costumes, they seem to be members of the
lower classes; there are no kings, popes, or aristocrats.
The similarities in this work can be found elsewhere in Cranach’s series. When looking at
the image that comes before the Four Horsemen—that is, the scene depicting St. John Before the
Elders (Figure 33)—we find several parallels between the two artists’ works again. In both prints,
God sits on the throne with the lamb with seven eyes and seven horns is standing on its hind legs,
while its front paws are placed on the book with seven seals and seven torches over his head. There
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is an angel underneath the throne and the Four Living Creatures that accompany Christ in Majesty
(the angel, eagle, ox, and lion), although they are not in the same order in the two versions). 73 In
both images, John is on a cloud below the heavenly court. There are many figures on both sides
of the throne, including the twenty-four elders representing the redeemed tribes of humankind,
holding or wearing crowns. While there are some stylistic differences, as there were in the previous
example, what is so striking is how consistent the iconography remains in these two works—
Cranach even has the same short horizontal atmospheric lines in the background.
By 1522, Dürer was already an artist of international repute. His work was well-known in
Germany and Italy.74 The works of Dürer, Koberger, and Cranach have been linked together
before, but their ‘influence’ can be calculated in different ways. In Contrasting Images, Natasha
O’Hear discusses all three but states of Cranach’s work:
Dürer’s Apocalypse is a work that was nevertheless probably too expensive and too
intellectually sophisticated to be deemed truly ‘popular.’ Cranach’s illustrations for Martin
Luther’s New Testament of 1522, in contrast, may be called, and indeed were intended to
be, ‘popular.’ In iconographic terms, their influence has been as, if not more, profound than
Dürer’s Apocalypse Series.75
While this may have been the case with Dürer’s magnificent Apocalypse, Luther’s New Testament,
in contrast, was one of the first ‘bestsellers’ in German history with over twenty authorized
translations, over 100 reprints in High German, and thirteen in Low German by 1525.76 Between
1534 and 1574, Lufft alone printed and sold some 100,000 copies.77 In this regard, Cranach’s
Horsemen were seen by many more people than Dürer’s. However, it is not entirely fair to say that
Dürer’s work was too ‘highbrow’ to be considered ‘popular.’ It is widely accepted that Dürer
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fundamentally changed how print media was seen.78 Furthermore, it stands to argue that the
success of Dürer’s Apocalypse not only helped pave the way for Cranach and Luther’s success but
also provided the visual model for their book.
It has been noted by Price that “Cranach’s imitative aesthetic entails what we might think
of as biblical literalism, a sustained effort to adjust Dürer’s images so that they agree more exactly
with the details of the text.”79 Price, here, is stating that Cranach’s images take fewer creative
freedoms than Dürer’s does, which undoubtedly was what Luther would have desired for the
illustrations in his bible where word was more important than image. This would lead us to believe
that even as Cranach held Dürer’s image in high esteem, his brief aimed to clarify the model for a
broader audience in a manner appropriate for Luther’s 1522 translation of the bible. Price’s
statement goes straight to the heart of the matter: while the images are closely related, Cranach’s
is a simpler, stripped-down version. Dürer’s woodcuts showcase a level of grandeur and spectacle,
where Cranach presents the image more matter-of-factly. O’Hear uses the term “intellectually
sophisticated” to explain her contention that The Apocalypse was “never truly popular.” However,
Price argues that Dürer’s other works were often designed for laypeople.80
The contrasting nature of the statements leads to the question of what defined a work as
‘popular’ at that time. O’Hear’s argument favors the reading that Cranach’s work was truly more
widespread and influential than Dürer. Price’s argument favors Dürer’s purely graphic nature and
stresses that Cranach’s style was an effort to adjust the work of his predecessor to fit Luther’s
bible. The images' artistry did not distract from the urgency and directness of Luther’s translation
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of God’s word. Neither argument states that one is ‘better’ than the other, nor is this the desired
point of my argument. However, what is worth considering is that neither one can exist without
the other: Cranach’s work rides on the success of Dürer’s, and Cranach’s adaptation amplifies
Dürer’s success. Moreover, both Renaissance artists were, in turn, engaging with the medieval
traditions that preceded them as well.
As this chapter has shown, the Four Horsemen's late fifteenth-century interpretations were
products of the revolution brought forth by the printing press. The Renaissance printmakers all
show the horsemen, especially the Horseman of Death, in a different way. All of these works were
produced many times, which was an advantage of the printing press, and allowed for their artwork
to be more widespread. Because of this newfound accessibility artists could react and recreate
images done by others quicker thus allowing artists to show the same themes and stories in new
ways. Koberger’s Death is a skeleton, Dürer’s is a crazed old man, and Cranach’s is just a comical
old man. All of their horsemen, while different, follow in each other’s footsteps. The next chapter
will dive into other images of Death within Dürer’s work and explore how the ghoulish Fourth
Horseman fits into the artist’s oeuvre.
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Chapter 3: Death and all His Friends

Dürer experienced much anxiety about death and about growing older. In a 1506 letter to
his longtime friend Willibald Pirckheimer, Dürer wrote, “The other day I found a grey hair on my
head, which was produced by sheer misery and annoyance. I think I am fated to have evil days.”81
This small, seemingly throw-away detail in his correspondence shows how much losing youth
weighed on the artist. In his writings, there are several instances where the artist reflects on aging
and death, but none is as revealing as the words he poured onto paper at the passing of his mother,
Barbara, in 1514. Dürer writes:
Her most frequent habit was to go much to the church. She always upbraided me
well if I did not do right and she was ever in great anxiety about my sins and those
of my brother. And if I went out or in her saying was always ‘Go in the name of
Christ.’ She constantly gave us holy admonitions with deep earnestness and she
always had great thought for our soul’s health, I cannot enough praise her good
works and the compassion she showed to all, as well as her high character…She
feared Death much, but she said that to come before God she feared not. Also she
died hard, and I marked that she saw something dreadful, for she asked for the holywater, although for a long time, she had not spoken, Immediately afterward her eyes
closed over. I saw also how Death smote her great strokes to the heart, and how she
closed her mouth and eye and departed with pain. I repeated to her the prayers. I
felt so grieved for her that I cannot express it. God be merciful to her.82
His mother's death and his father's passing some years before in 1502 profoundly affected the
artist. Dürer account pulls at the heartstrings, and his sorrows transcend the page: “I felt so grieved
for her that I cannot express it.” Dürer’s description of the actual process of his mother’s passing—
“She feared Death much,” “she saw something dreadful,” she “departed with great pain,”—
undoubtedly affected the artist and his art.
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Dürer created of two portaits of Barbara, one in 149083 (Figure 34) and the other just before
she passed in 1514 (Figure 35). These portraits show the Dürer matriarch at two points in her life.
In the 1490 portrait, part of a diptych that features the artist’s father, is a woman in the middle of
her life. The artist pays careful attention to his mother’s features, she has brown eyes and dark
circles under her eyes, a distinctive nose, and she has plump, blushed cheeks. Her expression is
neutral, there is neither a smile nor a frown, but there are deep-set lines that emanate from the
corners of her mouth. She sits against a green background. On her head is a white headpiece. A
part of this elaborate cloth comes down by her left ear and drapes over her right shoulder. She
wears a red dress with a white undershirt and a thin black band across the garment’s waist. In her
hands, she holds a rosary.
The other half of the diptych features Albrecht Dürer the Elder (Figure 36). He, too, sits
against a plain green background. Dürer the Elder is also shown with great care and affection. He
wears a black hat atop his wispy brown hair that shows hints of grey and a rust-colored coat lined
with black fur over a black tunic. Dürer paid careful attention to his father’s features just as he did
his mother’s. The artist shows his goldsmith father as having thin eyebrows and a gleam in his
eyes. Dürer the Elder wears a neutral expression as his wife does and similarly holds a rosary in
his hands. The skin underneath Dürer the Elder’s eyes is puffy, and there are many small wrinkles
around the sockets of his dark eyes. The lines on his face are not as prominent as those on his
wife’s. These two paintings were done with great care and showed that the artist held great
affection for both of his parents. His father’s death would impact him as well, though not to the
same extent as his mother’s.
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The 1490 portrait of Barbara Dürer is in stark contrast to the sketch Dürer created of his
mother in 1514. This portrait shows her as an older woman. Over her head is the year with an
accompanying inscription noting his mother’s age, 63, and a later addition to the inscription stating
that she died two months after this sketch.84 Unlike the image done twenty-four years before, this
sketch shows Barbara with sunken cheeks, the lines around her mouth and nostrils have deepened,
and her collarbones are visible, as are the veins in her neck. Her brow is furrowed and her eyes
look upward but do not seem focused on one thing. Dürer’s mother now wears a shawl over her
head and a simple cape over her clothing.
Barbara’s death greatly affected the artist, and his portraits of her show great care and
affection for her, especially the sketch done at the end of her life. Jeffrey Chipps Smith notes of
this sketch that rather than showing his mother as old and decrepit, he showed “the ravages of
age,” and further notes that the drawing is so accurate that it has led to a possible diagnosis of her
ailment.85 Jane Campbell Hutchison paints the picture of the artist sitting beside her bed creating
this expressive work and goes on to say, “Dürer was deeply moved by his mother’s death-and
frightened by the fact that she, who had lived what he thought to be a blameless life, had apparently
seen a vision of something dreadful at the moment of passing from life to death.” 86 As Hutchison
shows, the artist suffered anxieties about not only his mother’s passing but the apparent horrific
image she saw before she left this world. Watching his mother witness something distressing at
the time of her death would have undoubtedly shaken the artist who, as Hutchison states, witnessed
his devout mother experience something other than God’s presence at the moment of her death.
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This was not the only moment of immense sadness and anxiety for the artist. He was deeply
affected by the death of his father as well. There are two notable documents regarding his father.
When looked at together with the description of his mother’s death, the below passages paint the
picture of a son devoted to his parents and bereaved by their deaths. In 1524, as he was putting
together his father’s papers, Dürer noted:
All these, my brothers and sisters, my dear father’s children, are dead, some in their
childhood, others as they were growing up; only we three brothers live, so long as
God will, namely: I, Albrecht, and my brother Andreas, and my brother, Hans, the
third of the name, my father’s children. This Albrecht Dürer the elder passed his
life in great toil and stern, hard labour, having nothing for his support save what he
earned with his hand for himself, his wife, and his children’ so that he had little
enough. He underwent moreover manifold afflictions, trials, and adversities. But
he won just praise from all who knew him, for he lived an honorable Christian life,
was a man patient of spirit, mild and peaceable to all, and very thankful towards
God. For himself he had little need of company and worldly pleasures; he was also
of few words and was a God-fearing man.87
Of his father’s death he added:
Some time after [Durer’s marriage] it happened that my father was so ill with
dysentery that no one could stop it. And when he saw death before his eyes, he gave
himself willingly to it, with great patience, and he commended my mother to me
and exhorted me to live in a manner pleasing God. He received the Holy Sacraments
and passed away Christianly (as I have described at length in another book) in the
year 1502, after midnight before S. Matthew eve (19 Sept). God be gracious and
merciful to him.88
What is vital to this thesis is the way he talks about how each parent died. Dürer states of his father:
“when he saw death before his eyes, he gave himself willingly to it, with great patience” whereas
of his mother Dürer writes: “she died hard, and I marked that she saw something dreadful, for she
asked for the holy-water, although for a long time, she had not spoken. Immediately afterward her
eyes closed over. I saw also how Death smote her great strokes to the heart, and how she closed her
mouth and eye and departed with pain.” In short, Dürer’s writings and his art reveal to us the anxiety
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he had about Death. His father, seemingly, died peacefully while his mother witnessed something
that filled her with dread. Their passing, coupled with the passing of fifteen siblings, would give
anyone great anxiety about the length of life and the piety of one’s life. These mortal concerns show
themselves in the works to be seen below.
This chapter will explore how the figure of Death developed within the artist’s work. This
will be accomplished by looking at how he communicated his anxieties about old age and mortality
through five depictions of death made in the years before and after the Apocalypse series. The
Fourth Horseman, as we saw, pictured death as elderly with white hair, a crazy smile on his face,
dilated pupils, and a body lacking in his companions' physical composure. Death and his horse
were completely liberated; the rider wore no clothes, and the horse had no saddle upon his back.
Both were utterly wild. Did Death always look this way in Dürer’s art, or were there subtle
nuances? The following discussion will consider, firstly, the link between Death and forms of
wildness in the engraving known as The Ravisher (Figure 37) and, secondly, the Coat of Arms with
Skull, Woman, and Wildman (Figure 38) and The Promenade (Figure 39). This will provide an
opportunity to examine further Dürer’s iconography of Death in a final set of images—a small
sketch of Crowned Death on a Horse (Figure 40) and the well-known Knight, Death, and the Devil
(Figure 41).
Dürer produced The Ravisher in the years following his first trip to Italy in 1495 and shortly
before he commenced the Apocalypse.89 The Ravisher shows an old man with an unruly head of
hair and matching beard, wide eyes, and a similar grin to the one we find a year later on the Fourth
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Horseman. For this reason, the subject is also described as Young Woman Attacked by Death.
Indeed, the morbid male figure tugs at the young woman’s dress as she grabs the far end of the
bench to try and get away from this creepy predator. The woman’s face shows her disgust and
displeasure in her furrowed brow. Death has a tight hold of the woman’s bodice, unwilling to let
her get away.
In The Ravisher, death brings to mind the mythical medieval figure known as the Wild
Man, both human and beast. In the same way that Dürer may have been inspired by Medieval
illuminations and tapestries for the Apocalypse cycle, it is plausible that Dürer modeled the Fourth
Horseman and the figure of Death in The Ravisher with the iconography of the Wild Man in mind.
In some twelfth-century iterations of the motif, these brutes are shown to be hairless.90 Robert
Bernheimer, in contrast, described this figure as “a hairy man curiously compounded of human
and animal traits, without, however sinking to the level of an ape.”91 There was, in short, a variety
of ways to portray the Wild Man.
Timothy Husband and Gloria Gilmore-House reference the duality of the Wild Man as a
counterpoint wherein he represents everything the Medieval man does not want to be. The Ravisher
as a Wild Man, who lives without inhibitions, seizes and assaults the woman in the scene, who
resists without any hope of escape. This wild man has his right hand around the woman (his
fingertips can be seen on her bodice) while his left-hand tugs at her skirt. He looks like he is trying
to pull this woman onto his lap while she grabs the right edge of the bench to try and slide herself
as far away as possible. The scroll above the woman looks like it is unraveling, much like the
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man’s sanity, but it is blank. In this it echoes the scrolls used in the aforementioned thirteenth- and
fourteenth-century manuscripts used to tell St. John to “come and see” the riders. This woman
bears some resemblance, at least in costume, to the woman being trampled in the lower register of
the print of the Four Horsemen. This and the title of the current work under consideration—The
Ravisher—communicate a certain amount of physical horror for women. This work's title adds a
threatening connotation, which could be a comment on sexual violence against women. As a
symbol of insanity, it cautions the viewer against his irrational, bestial, and base instincts.92 In this
regard, as Koerner concluded, he serves a similar function to Death, who also became symbolic in
art as a reminder of man’s mortality and the need to maintain the right path in life.93
The Wild Man had his appeal as well, at least to the incautious. Another variant of the
figure appears in Dürer’s 1503 engraving of a Coat of Arms with Skull (Figure 38). The
composition here is similar to that of The Ravisher: the male figure stands behind the woman and
looks to be trying to whisper in her ear. Only rather than looking displeased with the situation, the
woman here has a coy smirk on her face like she is enjoying the encounter. Her expression and
body language are so different from the previous image. However, the Wild Man is still a deadly
figure, as expressed through the giant skull that is on the shield he holds up with his stick. Gloria
Gilmore-House states of Coat of Arms with Skull:
… this wild man has often been considered a personification of Death, based on the
morbid nature of the arms he holds. The powerful wings on the helm may possibly
refer to the swiftness of death. The wild man himself bears a haunting resemblance
to contemporary image of Death, such as the partially dressed skeleton in Dürer’s
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The Promenade, of about 1498, and the emaciated elderly man depicted in Dürer’s
The Ravisher of about 1495.94

Death in The Ravisher is a lot like the Death the rider in The Apocalypse in that they are both
human figures that have become inhuman. The core message of the images is the same: death
comes for all. Sometimes he might appear like a shriveled old man, in other instances as a more
manly Wild Man. The viewer of these images is being instructed to be watchful of appearances.
This comes forth most clearly in the image of The Promenade noted by Gilmore-House.
The Promenade (Figure 39) is a variation of the two images discussed above. It was printed
the same year as the Apocalypse and shows a young couple walking outside of a village surrounded
by nature. The young man wears a large feather in his cap, a sword at his waist, and a cape over
his shoulders. His face is kindly, looking at his female companion with a loving gaze and a slight
smile on his lips. The young woman wears a long dress that looks lavishly made with a chain that
goes around her shoulders and connects to her bodice with a bejeweled broach. Her sleeves are
fashionably slit with layers of fabric that bunches at her elbow. She wears an elaborate headdress
that covers her hair. She looks somewhat ambivalent about what the man is suggesting but smiles.
She is not upset like the terrified woman in the Ravisher but not as complicit as the woman in the
Coat of Arms with Skull. This is a pleasant scene of lovers, but lurking behind the nearby tree on
the right is Death holding an hourglass over his head, calling out that someone’s time is running
out.
Jeroen Stumpel noted that the hourglass would become the artist’s favorite attribute for
death. It indeed serves as a symbol of the theme of sudden death in the engraving Knight, Death,
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and the Devil, to which we will return below.95 In this instance, Death has a skeletal head, a fleshy
body, and unruly hair; he is somewhat less composed than both The Ravisher and the Fourth Rider
of the Apocalypse. The hand holding the hourglass shows that the skin sits on bone, but the rest of
the arm does not share that fleshy quality. The head, however, definitely belongs to that of a
skeleton. Because of the way Dürer displays the jaw bone, it gives the figure the appearance of
grinning. In the Coat of Arms, Death appears as a giant skull in front and center. In The Promenade,
he is tucked away. In both, he is present in the seduction scene, as if at any moment the Wild Man
or the Lover will morph into the Ravisher.
The potential for such a reading is there. Hans Baldung Grien, one of Dürer’s pupils, would
find inspiration in such imagery, most notably, in Death and the Maiden (Figure 42) from 1517.96
The theme of Death coming for a young woman would be seen many times in the work of Baldung,
who experimented a great deal in his work with the macabre.97 This work shows a nude young
woman being attacked by Death. Death pulls her hair back to look at her with his eyeless skull.
Like Death in The Promenade, this figure has both a skeletal head and fleshy body—he is a
terrifying image of the dead undead. His skin looks almost translucent, especially in his feet, so
that the viewer and the maiden see the muscle, bone, and blood that lurk beneath the skin as if he
were in a state of decomposition. As in the scene with lovers, a moral lesson is being conveyed:
“the unexpected results of [the woman’s] vanity suddenly appear, striking terror into her heart, as
her awaited lover turns out to be Death, who embraces her with its bony figures pulling at her hair,
a reminder that beauty will soon vanish, as the ominous inscription above warns ‘This is your
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end.’”98 Baldung shows a young woman suddenly being attacked with an ominous inscription
signaling such a moment. This description of the theme of sudden death could also apply to The
Ravisher, The Coat of Arms with Skull, and The Promenade.
All of these images of Death are building on a visual tradition that we find expressed in a
late fifteenth-century image by the Housebook Master of the Young Man and Death (Figure 43).99
Martin Conway proposed that during the final year of Dürer’s Wanderjähre, he was taught by the
Housebook Master or one of the Master’s contemporaries somewhere near Straßberg, Germany.100
From the Housebook Master, Conway believes that Dürer developed a keener eye for landscapes
and fashion in his work.101 The young man here, like the young women in the Coat of Arms with
Skull and The Promenade, does not appear troubled by his encounter with the ghoulish figure to
his right. The sleeves of the man’s garment show that he is not only young he is young and wealthy
and fashionable, as the slits in his sleeves overflow with fabric. His shoes are needlessly elegant,
long, and pointed, but his vanity (like Baldung’s maiden) will get the better of him. Death is
emaciated. His ribcage is completely visible under his skin. He has a piece of fabric wrapped
around himself. He holds one end in his left hand while the rest of the fabric goes across his body
and over his right shoulder before wrapping around to the left bicep as if fluttering in the wind.
Death's right hand is on the shoulder of the young man as if delivering tragic news. Koerner
observed that “Death becomes experienceable for the doomed individual.”102 He also points out
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how “Death touches the youth as if to claim him, and the young man crosses his arms over his
chest in a position traditionally assumed by the dying or the dead.”103 Death here has the face of
an older man creating, possibly, the most human-looking Death seen thus far.
The two artists envision the personification differently. In Dürer’s work, Death lurks
behind trees, holds hourglasses, or comes up behind a woman to startle her, whereas the
Housebook Master shows him as a kindlier older man, who looks at the youth with sad eyes. He
seems to gaze at the young man, not with violence as in the previous instances, but with something
approaching sympathy, as if to say: one day, you too will become like me! Dürer’s figurations of
Death, in contrast, get progressively more skeletal and menacing, as will be seen in the final two
images.
Dürer’s Crowned Death on a Horse (Figure 40) is significantly different from the others
in that it is a sketch. In this regard, it is more simplistic. It also includes text, making a bold
statement about the artist’s feelings. Death and his horse appear in profile. He is all bones but
wears a crown on his head and carries a scythe in his left hand. The tool is significantly different
from the pitchfork of the Fourth Horseman. Both rider and horse (who looks almost skeletal) look
very tired. Like the Horseman of Death, there is no saddle upon which the rider sits, but unlike
them, there is also no bit in the horse’s mouth, and his rider clasps his mane instead. The text on
this image reads Me Ento Mei 1505, a play on memento mori—“remember, you will die!”
This short statement raises the question of why Dürer felt compelled to create this work
with this inscription in 1505—was it a reaction to another grey hair that reminded him of his
morality? Was this a reaction to another plague outbreak or the death of a loved one? His father,
after all, had only just passed away in 1502. It is also interesting to think that Death's exhausted
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figure and his equally spent horse seem almost to be saying that Death even comes for Death! Can
we imagine this to be the Fourth Horseman at the end of the Apocalypse when all his work is done?
It is impossible to know the artist's mindset when he did this, but the rushed nature of the lines that
constitute this figure leads me to believe that there was something urgent here. Perhaps Crowned
Death on a Horse was a note for the Knight, Death, and the Devil that Dürer would make some
years later.
Art historians consider Knight, Death, and the Devil (Figure 41) as one of Dürer’s three
Meisterstiche or “master prints.”104 Referred to as Der Reuter by Dürer and completed in 1513,
this image is plagued by a long history of varying interpretations. Panofsky and many others who
subsequently wrote about the work believe it is the personification of Erasmus’s Christian Knight,
a figure who stays on the path of righteousness despite everything in his way.105 On the appearance
of Death and the Devil in this work, he states that “unlike all other representations of similar
subjects, the enemies of man do not appear to be real. They are not foes to be conquered but,
indeed, ‘spooks and phantoms’ to be ignored.”106 Some, however, push back on this reading.
Patricia Emison proposes instead that the Knight is surrounded by many signs and symbols of
Death like the skull on the ground and the timepieces that Death holds and that the Knight is
“compromised by his immediate company”—namely, Death and the Devil.”107 She argues that
“the Rider’s virtue is far from obvious, what is apparent is his worldliness, his closeness to dirt,
and death.”108 Perhaps it is a little of both. What remains apparent is that Death was an anxiety-
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producing specter with which Dürer did not cease to grapple. If this figure is supposed to represent
some virtuous, worldly figure, then perhaps this way Dürer’s way of working through the notion
that those things truly do not matter when time is up. This is what we learn from the scene in The
Ravisher. If this figure is a vain brute, then perhaps this is also Dürer’s way of working through
the notion that those things truly do not matter when time is up. This is evident not only in the
images of lovers but also in the Four Riders of the Apocalypse, where individuals are trampled
underfoot regardless of who they are.
This image shows a Knight in his armor, holding a lance that exceeds the frame of the
image walking through a dense wood. Both the Knight and his horse look dead ahead and do not
engage with the two figures that stand behind them. The Knight is in profile, much like Crowned
Death on a Horse, while Death and the Devil face us head-on holding a lance. The Devil is a
beastly creature with three horns, one coming out of the top of the head almost like a unicorn and
two that curl downward and show behind the ears. The devil looks up at the Knight with a grinning
snout. Then there is Death, who also looks at the Knight, menacing him with an hourglass. Like
Death in The Promenade, he represents sudden death. Death wears a white tunic and, like Crowned
Death, wears a crown on top of his head. Only this crown has a snake slithering around it, and
there is another one around the neck of Death. Death is portrayed with white hair and a matching
beard, much like the Horseman and The Ravisher, but these features do not seem unruly as in other
iterations. Death’s pale horse looks very tired, like his counterpart in Crowned Death. Stumpel
remarks that in this image, Death and the Knight have yet to cross paths, but they are about to. 109
As viewers, we do not know what this next moment is, and that is, in a sense, the whole point
about the end. It could come at any moment.
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The horses in these images are unique. Death’s steed in Knight, Death, and the Devil looks
like it is drooping underneath a great weight. The same could be said of the mount from Crowned
Death, created later in Dürer’s care; how, we might ask, does this compare to the earlier portrayals?
The Horse of Death in the Apocalypse series, as has been discussed, looks different—energized
and ready to wreak havoc on the world. If, as he aged, Dürer’s figures of Death and even their
horses were liable to show exhaustion, his student Baldung would pick up where his teacher left
off, pursuing an interest in equine madness that seems to synthesize Dürer’s figures of Death,
Knights, Lovers, and Wild Men.
Baldung created many prints of horses showing great emotion. Two of these, both from
1534, show groups of wild horses in a threatening landscape as they buck, kick, and bite one
another (Figures 44-45). The steeds are the definition of wild beasts, living in the woods with no
humans around to tame them. In this, they are similar to the Wild Man. Baldung would have had
knowledge of Dürer’s imagery and would have been familiar with Cranach’s prints for the Luther
Bible, the second volume of which came out in 1534. Cranach’s horses of the Apocalypse share
the same determination as Dürer’s. It is entirely probable to think that these two artists' wild
creatures would have been a point of departure for Baldung’s bizarre prints of wild horses.
Baldung drew extensively on Dürer’s style, much like his teacher Baldung’s work is
packed with emotion. In addition to this Baldung created many works where death is the focus.
Koerner noted that “it is central to Baldung’s genius that his images of death are commentaries on
the status of the human experience. In their explicit manipulation of the beholder, they thematize
the very activities of seeing and interpreting that make the production of meaning possible.”110
Earlier in his career, Baldung created Death Overtaking a Knight (Figure 46), which serves not
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just as a commentary on man’s confrontation with death but on Dürer’s confrontation with Death
in his art. Baldung’s image echoes the theme of Knight, Death, and the Devil, only here Death
and the Knight have direct interaction. This image made, between 1510 and 1511, comes before
Knight, Death, and the Devil, so it is possible that not only was Dürer possibly reacting to
Erasmus’s Christian Knight but that he was in some capacity inspired by this work by his pupil.
Koerner concluded that
…just as a corpse is a mirror interpreting the living, so too this print self reflects and revises
an earlier image within the history of the macabre. Baldung’s animated corpse and its
mount are modeled after the figure of Death in Dürer’s 1489 woodcut Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse.111
Thus, Baldung’s building on what his teacher has done is the way that art develops. However, in
this specific instance, there is a reciprocal relationship that these two artists have where they
inspired and expanded upon each other’s work in a mutually beneficial fashion.
As this chapter has shown, Death was a frequent subject in Dürer’s oeuvre. He was
constantly finding new ways to visualize the figure. Death evolves from a creepy older man to a
crazy old horseman, to a figure hiding among the trees, to a tired skeleton, to a poised skeletal
figure dressed in white. Dürer was a profoundly religious man. Aside from portraits, some nature
studies, and some manuals on measurement, most of his works were religious. The figure of Death
weighed heavily upon the artist, as we saw in his writings about his mother’s death and his white
hairs. Dürer used these images to work through his own anxieties about aging, death, and what
came after. Art, this chapter has argued, helped him exorcise his fears and prepare for his own end.
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Conclusion: The Health of One’s Soul

The Book of Revelation details how God decimated the earth through fire, flood, and
many other natural disasters brought forth by the Four Horsemen, who were the harbingers of
doom. These figures were “given force over the four parts of the earth to kill with the sword and
with hunger and with death and with the animals of the earth.”112 Dürer’s interest in the
apocalyptic scenes related in the Book of Revelations and his apocalyptic anxieties, as the halfmillennium approached, came together in 1498 with the publication of The Apocalypse. Dürer’s
dramatic woodcut series showcases the artist’s talents and interests in religious themes that
would appear throughout his work, especially his frequent use of macabre themes around death.
The images discussed in this thesis show that Dürer was concerned with his soul’s health. The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse were the signifiers that the end was here and that they were
here to reap the souls of unrepentant sinners and nonbelievers.
As this thesis has explored, Dürer’s riders come from a long lineage of representations of
the Apocalypse. Three examples from the Medieval period were introduced: the Getty
Apocalypse, the Cloisters Apocalypse, and the Angers Apocalypse. The first two are manuscripts;
the last one is a series of tapestries. All of these works featured St. John as an eye-witness and
gave the riders their own space of representation. These works present the scenes from the Book
of Revelation in a vastly different way from how the text reads on its own. These early images
are almost serene and calm because of the lack of compositional dynamism and scenic details.
Riders look like Medieval hunters or soldiers at best. There is no earth that trembles beneath
them or pile of bodies to trample over as these agents of doom are unleashed from their sealed
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prisons. Both manuscript images place them against a field of nothingness—the ground of their
paper support—with hardly any other figures except for John and a few rare occasions where the
peasants battle each other with rocks and sticks.
However, these images serve as a building block upon which Dürer would create his own
team of hellish riders. The Four Horseman of Death within Dürer’s cycle stands out because of
the pure, raw emotion he emits and because he is such an outlier in this particular composition.
He is disturbing because he is ambiguous: he is a skeletal human; he is simultaneously a gaunt
and muscular figure with wild white hair and a long white beard yet balding and exposed. Death
has draped himself in a singular long piece of cloth that billows in the gust of wind created as the
horses gallop forth. What is most unsettling about this rider is his facial expression, his eyes are
wide with psychotic glee, and he seems to have a smile on his face. The other three riders appear
strong but almost emotionless. The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse displays the violent force,
speed, and ruthlessness detailed in the Book of Revelation.
The thesis then examined two printed images from the Renaissance, one that came before
and one after Dürer’s 1498 series—in which the riders are shown together in one scene rather
than each one wreaking havoc in a separate composition. Koberger’s riders bring one thing with
them from their medieval predecessors—color—whereas Dürer’s work is rendered in black and
white. Koberger’s image brings a sense of atmosphere into the composition rather than the
emptied backgrounds of the manuscript page and lines up the riders from right to left. From
Koberger’s illustrated bible, we looked at Cranach’s interpretation of the Four Horsemen. As in
Dürer’s depiction, Death is an old man crazed by his job. While Cranach drew much from Dürer,
in many ways, he also returned to the calmer rhythm of the riders that we saw from the medieval
examples up to Koberger’s horsemen.
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Finally, the last chapter focused on the Fourth Horseman's connection to other images of
Death in Dürer’s catalog. While by no means an expansive list, these examples demonstrate the
frequency with which this figure appears and how Dürer references his own prior works.
Throughout his career, Dürer returned several times to the same theme, whether it was to capture
his likeness in his many self-portraits or the number of times that he engraved and re-engraved
the Passion of Christ. Drawing on Koerner’s research, chapter three explored the artist’s possible
fears and anxieties of death and growing old as manifested in the sheer number of times Dürer
recreated Death as an older man, a Wild Man, a skeleton, and a semi-human skeleton lurking
behind trees.
Dürer created countless works that span many of his interests and reflect on the changes
in his time from his birth in 1471 until his death in 1528. This thesis has shown only a small
sampling of the many works that the artist created throughout his life on the themes of death,
faith, and salvation. He also created portraits of Erasmus of Rotterdam, his teacher Michael
Wolgemut and countless others. He wrote passionately about Martin Luther and his ideas. He
made watercolors of the nature and landscapes around him. He was a man very much in tune
with the historical changes and the people around him. The Apocalypse woodcuts like the prints
pertaining to the life and Passion of Christ and the Virgin's life reveal that his Christianity very
much influenced Dürer. Dürer’s faith allowed him to connect to the works he created as more
than just artistic subjects. They helped him work through any anxieties or fears he had.
The continued work in this arena of religious subjects, the repetition of those subjects,
and the emotion conveyed within them show that Dürer was, to some, degree concerned with his
spiritual wellbeing. In his mournful writing on the death of his mother, Dürer reflects, “She
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constantly gave us holy admonitions with deep earnestness, and she always had great thought for
our soul’s health.”113
In 1525, shortly before his untimely death, Albrecht Dürer had an apocalyptic dream
where waters fell from the heavens, shook the earth, and drowned the land. This dream was so
vivid and so overwhelming for the artist that he had to get the vision out onto paper with both
work and picture.114 It is worth quoting again in conclusion here:
In the night between Wednesday and Thursday after Whitsunday (30, 31 May,
1525) I saw this appearance in my sleep-how many great waters fell from heaven.
The first struck the earth about 4 miles away from me with terrific force and
tremendous noise, and it broke up and drowned the whole land. I was so sore afraid
that I awoke from it. Then the other waters fell and as they fell they were very
powerful and there were many of them, some further away, some nearer. And they
came down from so great a height that they all seemed to fall with equal slowness.
But when the first water that touched the earth had very nearly reached it, it fell
with such swiftness, with wind roaring, and I was so afraid that when I awoke my
whole body trembled and for a long while I could not recover myself. So when I
arose in the morning I painted it above here as I saw it. God turn all things to the
best.115
These themes were already being explored, one can say in the final analysis, in the Apocalypse
series from the late 1490s.
The fate of the soul was of paramount importance in the Book of Revelations.
Unrepentant sinners and nonbelievers were the ones that reaped the vengeance of God and his
Horsemen. Dürer’s Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse encapsulates the success of his powerful
inventions. His woodcut of these riders emits great emotion, action, and movement. He enables
the viewer almost to feel the rush of the wind at the horses, as their riders gallop at unbelievable
speed bringing with them war, famine, pestilence, and death.
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